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Press Release 01/2020 – New from BESSEY: One-handed clamp EZ series 
 
Something for everyone  
 
The high-quality one-handed clamps from BESSEY are now available with an 
additional option: In addition to EHZ, EZS and DUO, craftsmen can choose 
from four sizes and a total of ten variants within the new EZ series for a wide 
range of applications. This gives professionals and DIY enthusi-asts even 
more choice to find their ideal tool when their second hand is to be kept free. 
 
Large selection  
The new EZ series of one-handed clamps from BESSEY offers users an impres-
sively wide range. It comprises of four sizes S, M, L and XL with a total of ten 
variants that can both clamp and spread. With opening widths from 110 mm to 900 
mm, spreading widths from 80 mm to 1,090 mm and clamping forces from 200 to 
2,700 N, the EZ series covers an enormous range of applications. Whether light 
handicraft work or heavy gluing work has to be accomplished overhead work is 
pending or a hand is needed to align the workpiece – with the EZ clamps this is 
possible without any problems. 
  
Practical convenience 
Ergonomics and practical comfort were also in the focus of the development of the 
new one-hand clamps series: The high quality 2-component plastic handle with 
pump lever behind the rail allows safe access from both directions. And thanks to 
the release lever integrated in the handle, the sliding arm can be quickly adjusted 
and the clamp released. With the three larger versions M, L and XL, the upper part 
can even be changed from clamping to spreading without the need for tools – the 
pushbutton release mechanism makes this possible. The large, soft protective 
caps also protect sensitive surfaces. A crossed v-groove is also integrated into the 
caps for secure fixing of round, pointed and angular parts. 
 
Robust design 
Modern aesthetics meets longevity: For the new EZ series, high-quality materials 
such as glass fibre-reinforced polyamide for the upper and lower part and tempered 
and burnished steel for the profiled rail were used. The plastic housing also protects 
the handle mechanism from dust and splintering. 
 
You can find a video about this product on our YouTube channel. 
 
 
At BESSEY, we have a long tradition of producing innovative, practical product solutions. Since the cold drawn 
steel plant was founded in Stuttgart in 1889, the Bietigheim-Bissingen based company continues to raise the bar in 
clamping and cutting technology. Currently offering more than 1,600 products, BESSEY has a specific solution for 
practically every application. Our focus is on precision and durability, convenience and safety. 
“To stop improving is to stop being good.” This was the motto of company founder Max Bessey and it remains our 
guiding principle today – in all that we do and produce. This means that we are constantly developing new products 
and improving existing ones to make the user's life easier, on the basis of innovative ideas. Such innovations are 
worthwhile. 
 
You can also find more information on our long-established German company and its products at www.bessey.de 
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